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Upside London Limited
Upside London is a property services company specialising in development consultancy,
affordable housing and economic viability. The company aims to find viable solutions, which
facilitate development, while at the same time supporting the reasonable mitigation of
development impact. In so doing, we operate at the centre of development economics;
assisting developers and Local Planning Authorities reach effective solutions, against a
challenging financial background.
This report has been prepared by Andrew Esam MRICS and Richard Ashdown, who have in
excess 25 years experience in residential development and consultancy, and currently advise
house builders and developers on property assets valued in excess of £1 billion. Richard held
the position of National Director in the Residential Team at Jones Lang LaSalle for 5 years,
before starting Upside London Limited.
The Upside London team holds in excess of 25 years experience in residential development
and consultancy and currently advises house builders and developers on property assets
valued in excess of £1 billion.
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Report Contexts and Policy Background
This report is provided in connection with the current planning application for development
of a site located at Westmoreland House and Carriageworks, Bristol BS1 (the “Site”).
The applicant, Fifth Capital, has instructed Upside London Limited (“ULL”) to provide an
independent assessment of the economic viability of the project in respect of Bristol City
Council’s (“BCC”) current policy.

Planning Policy, Affordable Housing, Financial Contributions and Viability
The Bristol Local Plan is a set of planning documents produced by BCC, which contains a
range of policies to guide future development decisions. It was previously called the Local
Development Framework. The Core Strategy (adopted June 2011) is an integral part of the
Bristol Local Plan.
Policy BCS17 of the Core Strategy states that:
Affordable housing will be required in residential developments of 15 dwellings or more. The
following percentage targets will be sought through negotiation:
•
•

40% in North West, Inner West and Inner East Bristol;
30% in all other locations;

In residential developments below 15 dwellings an appropriate contribution towards the
provision of affordable housing may be sought (either as a financial contribution or as on site
provision) in accordance with any relevant policy in the Site Allocations & Development
Management Development Plan Document.
The policy further states that:
Where scheme viability may be affected, developers will be expected to provide full
development appraisals to demonstrate an alternative affordable housing provision.
‘Diagram 4.17.1: Affordable Housing Percentage Requirements by Strategic Housing Market
Assessment Zone’ shows the subject site to be allocated in “Bristol Inner East” zone, which
targets 40% affordable housing provision for new developments.
With regards to tenure split, we have had regard to paragraph 4.17.6 of the Core Strategy,
which indicates that:
The tenure and type / size profile of the affordable housing will be guided by the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment and other local housing requirements. An indicative citywide
tenure split of 77% social rented affordable housing and 23% intermediate affordable
housing will be sought.
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It need not be the land value that is the target residual. A fixed land price can be input as a
cost, and a residual developer Profit assessed. Alternatively the residual target can be the
planning contributions.
The next task is to arrive at an appropriate Benchmark against which to compare the
Residual Land Value of the proposed scheme, to determine whether the proposal is viable;
this is assessed further at Section 6.
Our approach has been to understand the development economics of the proposal at the
Site, to assess the viable level of affordable housing contribution, and to present the results
using proprietary appraisal software.

Information relied upon
We have been provided with, and relied upon:
•

A schedule of accommodation (dated October 2014), prepared by Assael
Architecture Limited (“Assael”).

•

Scheme floor plans (dated October 2014), prepared by Assael.

•

A Build Cost Model (dated September 2014), prepared by EC Harris.

Limitations
This report does not constitute a valuation and should not be relied upon for valuation
purposes.
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Cost Assumptions
We have provided an Argus Developer appraisal in order to analyse the development
economics for this scheme. Argus Developer provides a clear cash flow and is generally
accepted and widely used in the property industry for development and viability appraisals.
Listed below are the development costs with a short explanation where required.
Construction – a cost plan provided by EC Harris (dated October 2014) has been provided,
which is submitted with this report in Appendix 2. The cost estimate reflects the
specification required to achieve good sales pricing in the surrounding area.
The build cost sum of
residential units and reflects

has been apportioned across the private and affordable
per sq ft on the Gross Area.

Professional Fees / Contingency – professional fees have been included in the appraisal, at a
rate of 10% of construction costs, whilst contingency is accounted for within the
Construction Cost Model.
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) – BCC’s CIL Charging Schedule was approved by Full
Council on 18th September 2012 and has been applied to all developments that receive
planning permission from 1st January 2013. The Charging Schedule states that “the level of
CIL payable will be calculated based on the net increase in floorspace”, with rates calculated
in accordance with the following table:

(Source: Bristol City Council Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule, Sept 2012)
The Site is situated in the “Outer Zone”, meaning that CIL will be charged at £50 per sq m,
calculated as follows:
8,828 sq m (net increase in residential floor space) x £50 per sq m = £441,400
We have assumed that CIL will not be chargeable to the proposed Affordable Housing floor
space, totalling 721 sq m.
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The proposed development provides commercial/community accommodation. For the
purposes of CIL charging, we have assumed the retail rate of £120 per sq m, as follows:
659 sq m (net increase in retail commercial floor space) x £120 per sq m = £79,080
s106 and s278 planning costs – an allowance has been made for
for a s106 and
s278 contribution, reflecting
per unit. This will cover contributions to highways and
other identified needs in preliminary discussions with the Council and it is anticipated that
much of this money will be allocated towards art and culture in the surrounding community.
Purchase costs – Agents fees have been incurred at 1.2% (inclusive of VAT) of the purchase
price; legal fees at 0.6% (inclusive of VAT), and Stamp Duty is included at 4%.
Marketing and disposal costs – we have assumed marketing costs of 1.5% of sales values,
sales agent’s fees are included at 1.0% of sales values, plus 0.5% per of sales vales for
associated legal costs. For the commercial units, agents fees are included at 10% of the
rental income for the units, whilst associated legal costs are included at 5% of the rental
income.
Finance costs –
interest is assumed, as a blended cost of capital. We have not added
arrangement fees for such a small sum. We believe this to be at the lower end of funding
costs for a project of this nature.
Profit– profit is included at a rate of
of the GDV of the scheme, representing a
weighted average of
of the GDV for the private units,
of the GDV for the
commercial units, and
of the GDV for the affordable units.
In our recent experience, developer’s returns in the prevailing market conditions are
typically appraised at 20F25% on GDV, which reflects onFgoing uncertainty relating to
economic conditions and the associated lack of development funding available for marginal
schemes. The appraisal has been modelled at
profit on GDV for the private element of
the scheme, being at the lower end of this range, in the interest of reasonableness.
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income at
. This produces a capital value of c.
accounting for a
months
letting period for the space, in accordance with market conditions. The values attached to
these units reflect the likely tenants of the accommodation, being local occupiers.
Ground Rent Portfolio
It is assumed that the Ground Rent portfolio will be sold as an investment. We have
calculated the capital value of this investment sale by attributing a likely ground rent and
yield to each of the private units.
Following enquiries into the local market, we have attributed a Ground Rent of
annum, per unit. This has been capitalised at
to produce a capital value of c.

per

We have assumed that the houses will be sold ‘freehold’ and thus will be excluded from
provision of Ground Rent.
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Benchmark Land Value
As explained at Section 2 above, viability is typically tested by comparing the residual land
value of the proposed scheme with a benchmark land value. The benchmark can be derived
following an assessment of the value of the site in its existing use value (EUV) or a
reasonable alternative use value (AUV).
In this instance, the Site comprises a site allocated as B1 office use. However, we are of the
opinion that, given the period of time that the office buildings on site have been vacant and
the condition of the buildings, it would be more appropriate to consider the value of the Site
as a residential development site. Further, we believe that the fact that the Council have
considered previous residentialFled schemes and were proposing to impose a CPO of the Site
as residential land, suggests a very clear precedent for this assumption.
We have considered a report prepared by BNP Paribas Real Estate (“BNP Paribas”) for BCC,
entitled “Community Infrastructure Levy: Viability Study”, dated February 2012. This report
states:
Threshold land values are identified in the residential assessments contained in the
appendices. These are the values at which it is assumed that developments will come
forward for residential development. The threshold land values are often significantly higher
than the EUV of the site. Whilst EUV will vary for similar uses in different parts of the city, it is
considered that the following threshold land values provide appropriate benchmarks:
•
•

Residential land: £2.1 million per ha;
Offices: £4.4 million per ha.

On this basis, the threshold land value for the subject Site (extending to 0.51 ha) would be
£1,071,000 on the basis of residential land and £2,224,000 on the basis of offices, although
these values are acknowledged to be higher than the EUV in each case. The BNP Paribas
report goes on to say:
As noted above, we have included a ‘residential land value’ as one of our benchmarks. This is
sourced from the Valuation Office Agency and reflects consented and serviced land values
and thus a very generous benchmark against which to test developments which will require
an element of servicing and do not have planning. Valuers would typically deduct an
allowance for risk from the value of sites without consent. However, for the purposes of
testing levels of CIL, we have made no deduction for risk, which adds to the viability ‘buffer’.
While this extract implies that a lower threshold land value could be applied, this needs to
be seen in the context that the Site is currently occupied by a large office building. Therefore
in BNP Paribas’ view (acting for BCC), the threshold land value sits somewhere between £2.1
million and £4.4 million per ha.
Given the wide range of threshold land values suggested by the BNP Paribas report, we have
sought local land comparables to better understand the benchmark land value of the subject
Site.
We are aware of Huller House / Cheese Warehouse, comprising a 0.34 acres site that was
bought unconditionally for £1,050,000. The site was subsequently granted planning
Copyright Upside London Limited 2014. All rights reserved.
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permission in April 2013 for 55 units, of which 4% was contributed to affordable housing, in
the form of a £166,000 off site contribution.

We have therefore attributed a value of
assess the proposed scheme.
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Conclusions drawn from the analysis
In compiling the appraisals we have applied the siteFspecific construction costs and property
values relating to the proposed development, alongside market assumptions relating to
other development costs such as finance and profit. This is in line with the principles of an
economic viability assessment of this nature.
Accounting for the inputs explained above, the Argus appraisal for the proposed
development calculates a residual land value for the proposed development of, say,
A summary of the appraisal and the cash flow inputs is appended to this report
as Appendix 3.
The benchmark land value of the existing property has been demonstrated to be, say,
(as per Section 6 of this report). Having completed the viability appraisal we
conclude that the net residual is, say,
We would therefore conclude that the proposed scheme could afford to provide the full
Bristol City Council CIL contributions. In addition, the scheme can afford to provide eight
Shared Ownership Affordable Housing units, representing 7% of the proposed scheme by
unit number (7% by Net Saleable Area).
The Council’s policy makes clear that the affordable housing contribution is subject to
viability testing, and this report has been compiled in compliance with this policy, National
Planning Policy Framework and RICS Guidance.
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Appendices
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Appendix 1: Schedule of Accommodation – 118 Units
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Appendix 2: Build Cost Model (dated October 2014)
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Appendix 3: Argus Developer – Appraisal Summary
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APPRAISAL SUMMARY

UPSIDE LONDON LIMITED

Marc Pennick
Fifth Capital London
Summary Appraisal for Phase 1
Currency in £
REVENUE
Sales Valuation
Resi Private Sales
Resi Shared Ownership
Totals

Units
110
8
118

ft²
75,810
6,060
81,870

Rate ft²

Unit Price Gross Sales

ft²

Rate ft²

Initial
MRV/Unit

Private Ground Rents
Commercial Units
Totals

Units
101
1
102

7,470
7,470

Investment Valuation
Private Ground Rents
Market Rent

30,300

YP @

74,700

YP @

Rental Area Summary

Commercial Units
Market Rent
(0yrs 6mths Rent Free)

GROSS DEVELOPMENT VALUE
NET REALISATION
OUTLAY
ACQUISITION COSTS
Residualised Price
Stamp Duty
Agent Fee
Legal Fee
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Construction
Commercial Units
Resi Private Sales
Resi Shared Ownership
Totals

4.00%
1.20%
0.60%

ft²
9,404 ft²
95,219 ft²
7,612 ft²
112,235 ft²

Rate ft²

Resi CIL
Retail CIL
S106 and s278 payment

PROFESSIONAL FEES
Professional Fees

10.00%

MARKETING & LETTING
Commercial Marketing
Residential Marketing
Letting Agent Fee
Letting Legal Fee

10.00%
5.00%

DISPOSAL FEES
Sales Agent Fee
Sales Legal Fee

1.00%
0.50%

Cost

Net Rent
at Sale

Initial
MRV

APPRAISAL SUMMARY
Marc Pennick
Fifth Capital London
FINANCE
Debit Rate 7.000%, Credit Rate 0.000% (Nominal)
Land
Construction
Other
Total Finance Cost
TOTAL COSTS
PROFIT

Performance Measures
Profit on Cost%
Profit on GDV%
Profit on NDV%
Development Yield% (on Rent)
Equivalent Yield% (Nominal)
Equivalent Yield% (True)
IRR
Rent Cover
Profit Erosion (finance rate 7.000%)
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Richard Ashdown
Director
Upside London Limited
26 Monck Street
London
SW1P 2AP
Richard.Ashdown@upsidelondon.com

Andrew Esam
Senior Surveyor
Upside London Limited
26 Monck Street
London
SW1P 2AP
Andrew.Esam@upsidelondon.com
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